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Heroism, Conformity, and the Conflicts of an Age 1 Americana: The premise was simple: On each visit, the
father, Howard Parker, told his son, Tommy, the story behind a particular display that had been chosen by the
boy. Furthermore, the editor of the series knew how to appeal to the sensibility of his market. And, to be sure,
these assumptions are justified: This essay points out that contradictions can be seen in even this most
un-radical and unquestioning of comic-book series. They arise in three areas. First, a museum--just by being a
museum--gives a vague official approval to any acts of cultural or militant imperialism that are housed there.
But, though the Cold War was obviously influential, much of the activity celebrated in the series is defensive,
aggression is often seen as futile, and most of the main characters are not soldiers but explorers, or agents of
peace. Second, the heroes are both solitary and yet connected to a larger society, making them both
extraordinary and ordinary at the same time; such a contradiction reflects major conflicts of the era, like the
uneasy balance between conformity and individualism seen in suburbia and white-collar labor. Finally, the
boy listener, Tommy, is more the main subject of the series than the museum itself, for his growing-up and
education are emphasized in some ways, they even become part of the museum , and his development both
supports and yet counters late fifties stereotypes, especially the militarism of the times, the ideal of
individualism, and the attitudes toward women. But selected artifacts of such expansion housed in a museum
raises questions about the nature of the institution in the first place. For example, she describes the Buffalo
Bill Historical Center in Cody, Wyoming, a showplace for the art of taxidermy as a kind of charnel house that
houses images of living things that have passed away but whose life force still lingers around their remains
and so passes itself on to us. We go and look at the objects in the glass cases and at paintings on the wall, as if
by standing there we could absorb into ourselves some of the energy that flowed once through the bodies of
the life things represented. In a similar way, Fiske has said that the price of admission to a traditional art
gallery is to accept middle-class definitions of aesthetics One Earthman ingeniously uses his own personal
accidental protection to defeat the threat: The story thus reverses historical expectations. The emphasis on
context can be seen in the list of objects chosen by the curious Tommy: One is struck by the lack of
imperialistic overtones and an emphasis on the organic or ironic instead. These objects are ordinary but made
extraordinary by the story each tells; they seem hardly unique, but they must be special since housed in the
museum. Though many of the objects do tell of confrontational events the stick was used as an energy weapon
, even obviously militaristic symbols have a quirk of difference: Again, it is the quirk that produces the
wonder. The items are not heirlooms or antiques; they are unique only in their context. Any life-force that
might be sustaining is still in the inspiration and goal stage, not products of a past that now seem to exist only
to be deconstructed and re-evaluated. The museum supplied models for behavior-to-come and not
embarrassments of behavior-that-was, or examples famous now made historically infamous. A buyer from
Earth persuades a craftsman to use the toys themselves as weapons. In lines that would sound terrifying today,
the gentle and hardly militant toy-maker considers the idea: The toys have a weakness, not revealed until the
end of the story. The story thus answers the charge of militarism. All the aliens had to do to escape was never
shoot at the toys in the first place. Against the Cold War mood of the time, this story argues
pacifism--certainly no radical idea but somewhat progressive given the era with its still latent McCarthy jitters
and the medium of comic books with its Comics Code and post-Wertham restrictions. This emphasis on active
ingenuity, a scientifically knowable world material, rational, confidently manipulative , and how that world
supports the dominant culture of the time, I have explored elsewhere. But also addressed here will be three
other related characteristics of these heroes: The Solitary Hero This contradiction, which in many ways is also
the contradiction of popular culture that it can be supportive of the status quo and yet question it at the same
time , can be seen in the aloneness of the main characters. Their heroic deeds were often performed in
solitude, yet not done for the glorification of an individual ego but as self-sacrifice for the survival of a larger
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group usually, in sweeping comic-book terms, a whole planet or the entire human race. The main character is a
great space hero who once saved an alien world, yet the story is about the inhabitants who, years later,
suddenly despise him: This is not contemporary post-colonial reaction lifted to the stars; instead, a villain
pretended to be the hero and made a bad impression with exploitation and greed. He does not retreat into
Romantic self-absorption or robber-baron manipulation. His primary concern is just to do his job: To find the
villain impersonating him, he simply has to act alone. He does catch the villain, is accepted again by the world
that shunned him, and thus he is able to fulfill his still solitary role as a foreign representative supporting a
collectivity. Aloneness did not imprison or torment him, or preclude him from working for others. He
becomes a planetary surveyor, a job where he is alone, and he relieves tension by treating the spaceship like a
pal: But later in the story, all spaceships become possessed with an alien intelligence which makes
them--sentient now--rebel against Earthmen. The pilot convinces Ike to remain loyal by arguing their
friendship: The ship thus is awarded a medal of honor and is eventually housed in the Space Museum--giving
it a home, a final resting spot for a loved and faithful object and the motivation here counters the view of the
museum as an energy bank for consuming visitors. So these heroes are not rogues, rebels, or Byronic
outsiders. They support the middle-class ideals of the time devotion, hard work, materialism, loyalty , but they
still walk a balance between independence and self-sacrifice. The harrowing film Invasion of the Body
Snatchers , in which humans turn into pods and think utterly the same, was as much inspired by suburbia as
fear of communistic uniformity; the maker of the film has said that the original idea was of aliens taking over
suburbia--and no one would notice Halberstam But, at the same time, we forget that the early criticism of
suburbia often had an elitist slant to it, and that many middle-class families were quite happy with their new
homes, feeling empowered at the sense of independence many having moved from urban apartments and
freedom to enjoy the open space of new backyards or the highways of the growing interstate system. His
defining characteristic is more his affection for his spaceship. The heroes are special because they solve
extraordinary problems--like invasions from space and whole Earth dangers--but they are ordinary in that they
have qualities that anyone can obtain, like insight, inventiveness, and bravery. They are average people rising
to the occasion, fulfilling a responsibility placed on them and willing to act for others. Their plan is simple
each man one-at-a-time attacks the aliens so that the next man can learn more about their weapons. Those men
were ordinary people, but they saved us all! They never sought to be heroes, but they sure turned out to be!
This notion relates to the historical era. Indeed, given the Cold War attitudes, such an idea is not surprising: In
some ways, the Space Museum stories argue this idea more pointedly than the sitcoms, since Ozzie Nelson
was never threatened by galactic invaders or the end of the world. The Unique Hero Yet several stories do
stress uniqueness, that the hero is different from everyone else. These stories, however, emphasize more the
hero wanting to be ordinary so as to fit in with others. The rest of society does not need to conform to him the
use of the male pronoun is intentional as its people would if he were the next evolutionary step; instead he
conforms to them. His father tells him only: And what youth would not identify with that? His only clue is that
he remembers his parents mentioning a planet whose name he cannot find in any registry. So he devotes his
life to finding that world: Only members of the royal family can see the colors of emotion or stress. So he
finds his lineage--and fulfills the adolescent dream of secretly being more than someone just laughed at by
others. However, his growth in power is hardly emphasized. More important to him is finding who he is, his
family and his name. So an ordinary Earth citizen can also be a ruler of an entire planet--ordinary and
extraordinary at the same time. Indeed, one can argue that in these stories finding identity alone makes one
heroic. In short, this blending of ordinary and extraordinary, of solitude and connection to society, offers a
tentative reconciliation for the problem of individuality in a conformist culture--the stories say you can have
both. Saving civilization--and thus being connected to it--is also to find your unique self. You can be the
next-door suburban neighbor and the prince of another planet at the same time. The adult American world of
the late fifties-early sixties is a conformist block, a monolithic culture defined by class, race, lifestyle,
television, and the culture of suburbia. Though juvenile delinquency, the Beats, and rock-and-roll complicated
the stage of adolescence in the fifties, making it a lifestyle unto itself a Rebel without a Cause interlude ,
growing up was still assumed to be manageable--as the problems of outer space technology and meetings with
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interstellar aliens could still be controlled if one was just careful and rational enough. All that an adolescent
had to do was, so to speak, pass the entrance exam--recognize the requirements and necessary skills. Though
the culture joined would still be contradictory in matters of race, sex, work, and consumerism , the process of
joining it was still the easiest way of finding a place and a self--even if that self was already defined and
provided little choice for variety. Simply to arrive was to be defined. So the emphasis on ordinary heroism,
and on a museum full of role-model stories more than objects, come together in the character of the adolescent
listener, Tommy--in his development, his growing up, and especially in his finding who he was. Indeed, the
real subject of the series was not so much the museum but Tommy himself--to the point at which a trophy to
him is eventually placed in the museum where he joins an even more hallowed group than just the society of
adulthood. First of all, the stories provided Tommy with an education, a kind of core curriculum in basic
skills. So his father tells him the story behind a silver medal in the museum: Then a situation arises in which
the officer prevents an invasion by using the silver in his medals, the exact substance needed if they had been
gold, the Earth would have been conquered. And from there on, Tommy says he will wear his second-best
medal proudly. This event occurred fourteen years ago, on the day Tommy was born. Because of it, his parents
chose the name of the magpie--Tommy--for their son. It was predictable that such a story starring Tommy
would be included in the series. But it did not come without the preparation, the progression of lessons taught
to him, and a successive unveiling of his own identity. The social actions of establishing identity--the naming
and heroism described above--are supported in this story by the biological act too. Though this act is not free
of social influence and the gender-role stereotypes of the time, the story questions those very stereotypes and
thus provides both an ordinary and extraordinary background for Tommy. The main character in the tale is
called the Wrecker, a tough major-general of the space-marines. After handling those enemy ships easily, she
says: They then work together to defeat the aliens. Tommy learns his heritage--and gains an immense respect
for his parents. The most militant story in the series is also the most domestic--a blend of Starship Troopers
and Ozzie and Harriet--and thus obviously hints at the contradictions of the time. And one might argue that it
uses a standard fifties device--domesticity turned into a weapon against the Cold War enemy as the romance
comics used it in the early part of the decade On that day, his fifteenth birthday, his mother comes for the
ceremony, and a story is told which Tommy never knew.
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